UniMaP: finding unique mass and peptide signatures in the human proteome.
The uniqueness of a measured molecular mass or peptide sequence plays a very important role in the fields of protein identification and peptide/protein-biomarker investigation. We present a publicly available web application that offers information concerning the uniqueness of one or more molecular masses and one or more peptide sequences in the human proteome. When a sequence is found to be unique in humans, the application is able to search across all species querying whether this sequence is unique, not only in humans but also in other species found in the Swiss-Prot Database. The application is also able to search for unique protein fragments derived computationally from enzymatic digestion driven by certain enzymes. Furthermore, the application can list all the unique masses and peptides of a given protein. Through this application, researchers are able to find unique tags, either on a molecular mass level or on a sequence level. These unique tags are remarkably important in research related to protein identification or biomarker discovery and measurements. UniMaP web-application is available at http://bioserver-1.bioacademy.gr/Bioserver/UniMaP/